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Yes, Facebook is evil. Yes, we need to get off of it - right
now. But that’s a short term solution to a problem that
affects the entire world, will impact generations, and is
embedded in multiple industries.

Offering up “don’t use Facebook” as a *long-term* solution to military-grade psy-ops,

profound negative impacts to society, and living in a surveillance state is about as

useful as saying “don’t smoke Marlboros” when combatting the horrible effects of

tobacco.

If you stopped smoking Marlboros, yes - Marlboro would be affected. But any *other*

company could (and WOULD) continue all the same bad behavior, unchecked. 

 

Bad behavior like:

Lying to the public. 

Big Tobacco ads with honest admissions will run for the next year
Big Tobacco finally tells the truth. Companies will start running ads ordered by a
federal court in which they admit their products kill and are addictive.

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/big-tobacco-finally-tells-truth-court-order…

Facebook are 'morally bankrupt liars' says New Zealand's privacy com…
John Edwards calls out social media giant after Christchurch attack for refusing to
accept responsibility for harm
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accept responsibility for harm

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/apr/08/facebook-are-morally-bankrupt-li…

Adding ingredients to increase addiction: 

https://abcnews.go.com/Health/Healthday/story?id=4508170&page=1

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/08/06/its-no-accident-th…

Active measures to deceive people. 

Big Tobacco’s Biggest Lies
The four biggest firms have been ordered to publish admissions of guilt. Here’s a
sample of the most deceptive (and clever) ways they marketed smokes.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/big-tobaccos-biggest-lies

Facebook hired firm with ‘in-house fake news shop’ to combat PR crisis
Facebook hired conservative lobbying firm Definers in October 2017 that featured
what one former employee called an “in-house fake news shop” as part of its
operations.

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/facebook-hired-firm-house-fake-news-shop-…

Targeting children.
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How Facebook Targeted Children and Teens for Money and Data
Two reports in the past month prove that Facebook didn't draw a line at targeting
young people for data and money, despite this being the most obvious line of all to
draw for any company with an ounc…

https://www.esquire.com/lifestyle/a26085610/facebook-targets-teens-children-online-s…

Follow you everywhere, even when you’ve decided you don’t want it. 

Secondhand Smoke (SHS) Facts
See the data and statistical information on secondhand smoke facts

https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/fact_sheets/secondhand_smoke/general_f…
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Facebook admits tracking users and non-users off-site
Statement comes as company faces US lawsuit over facial recognition feature
launched in 2011 and planned to expand to EU

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/apr/17/facebook-admits-tracking-users-…

Know that what they’re doing hurts people and not give a sh*t: 

Big tobacco kept cancer risk in cigarettes secret: Study
Radioactive particles cause between 120 and 140 deaths for every 1,000 smokers
over 25-year period, study shows

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/big-tobacco-kept-cancer-risk-in-cigarettes-secret-study/

A New, More Rigorous Study Confirms: The More You Use Facebook, t…
Online social interactions are no substitute for the real thing.

https://hbr.org/2017/04/a-new-more-rigorous-study-confirms-the-more-you-use-facebo…

Expose people to sh*t without their consent or knowledge: 

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/settlement/timelines/horton.ht
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Facebook Tinkers With Users’ Emotions in News Feed Experiment, Stir…
Last week Facebook revealed that it had manipulated the news feeds of over half a
million randomly selected users to change the number of positive and negative
posts they saw.

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/technology/facebook-tinkers-with-users-emotions…

Incur enormous costs to the public: 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/national/longterm/bigtobacco/tobacco30b.htm

Anti-vaccination ads on Facebook are targeting pregnant women, whil…
Sponsored advertisements run by anti-vaccination advocates have been targeting
pregnant women in states heavily impacted by the measles outbreak.

https://www.businessinsider.com/anti-vaccine-facebook-ads-target-pregnant-women-a…

Just start something else with the same people, same goals, different brand: 
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Cigarette Brands
We're known for our leading global cigarette portfolio. Find out which brands we
sell worldwide.

https://www.pmi.com/faq-section/faq/which-cigarette-brands-do-you-sell

Cambridge Analytica is dead – but its obscure network is alive and well

The company’s executives have formed a web of linked companies, suggesting its
work will continue

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/may/05/cambridge-analytica-scl-group-ne…

If we think the above problems are only with Facebook, we’re fooling ourselves. Data

is collected for every little thing we do all day, everyday.

Getting groceries? Data. Driving somewhere? Data. Going to the doctor? Data.

Getting a latte? Data. Paying a bill? Data. Renting a room? Data. Watching a show?

Data. 

 

Showing your face? Data. 

At this Chinese airport, people have been replaced by machines
Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport is China’s first to launch an automated
security clearance system using facial recognition. Introduced on Monday 15
October in Terminal One, the eight security…

https://www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/shanghai-airport-facial-recognit…

The dark money behind Facebook isn’t only behind Facebook. It’s f*cking

everywhere. 
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@saradannerdukic
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August 2011: Twitter announces that it has received a significant 
amount of funding from Milner, the date of which is not 
clear.sfgate.com/business/artic…

100 1:44 AM - Jan 6, 2019

53 people are talking about this

Twitter gets funding from Digital Sky Technologies
-- Following weeks of speculation, Twitter Inc. on Monday announced
it has received "a significant round of funding" led by Russian venture
sfgate.com

So yes - get off Facebook. Get off now. But until we have regulation + some control

over our metadata, all of this will continue. There are plenty of other horrible actors

waiting in the wings, funded with dark money and ready to "break things" in absence

of restraints.

This is the question to pose over and over and over to the 2020 candidates: what are

you planning to do about this? Do you support social media regulation - yes or no?

Do you support data ownership/portability? Yes or no?
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